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Quickly release the RAM of your computer with the RamWizard application. It is not necessary that RAM is an issue for you.
Some softwares, especially video games, do not need much RAM. Some softwares, for example, Microsoft Office, need a lot
of RAM, and your computer does not have enough of it. This software has been written to run well on old computers (so, not
the latest release of your computer). RAMWizard is able to work on more than 30.000 computers, with different operating
systems: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, and Linux. RAMWizard is compatible with RAM of any
type (RAM of your computer, RAM that you plug into a RAMstick, RAM that you plug into a RAMstick+ or RAM of a USB
key). Warning: do not change the default settings! If you want to customize RAMWizard, you will be asked to adjust several
options. If you change any option, do not set the default settings! Do not buy RAMsticks or RAMsticks+ (they are useless).
RAMWizard will free space on your hard drive and in the RAM of your computer when you have enough RAM available
(without any RAMstick or RAMstick+). RAMWizard is not a computer-repairing software. You should not install it when
your computer is already in trouble or if you are not sure of what you are doing. Some RAMWizard features may damage
your computer. Only install RAMWizard when you are confident that you know what you are doing. You can remove or
reinstall RamWizard without the need of reinstalling Windows. If you reinstall Windows, you may loose RAMWizard.
RamWizard is not a utility. You should not remove RAMWizard when you are not sure of what you are doing. RamWizard is
not limited to: RAM, you can also free some disk space. The main objective of the RAMWizard software is to release RAM
and not to increase the hard disk usage. How does RamWizard works? RAMWizard takes several snapshots of the RAM of
your computer and saves them in the RAMstick or in the RAMstick+. At the end of the analysis of your RAM, RAMWizard
removes the RAM that is considered useless from your computer. The analysis of your RAM is carried out in real time.
RAMWizard runs whenever Windows or a softwares needs more RAM. Another RAM
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KeyMacro is a keyboard macro utility that helps you to perform repeated actions on a keyboard. KeyMacro can be very useful
when you have to type the same text in a document, a web page, a spreadsheet, a mail,... It can be used for example to type a
large email message or a document by repeating the same actions on a keyboard, which allows you to avoid bads typings.
KEYMACRO is not a software which requires any expensive or complicated installation. It does not modify your system and
is not dependent of the operating system or of the language used. You do not need to use any keyboard driver to work with
KeyMacro. The advantages are: - automatic control for the size of the text and the corresponding font - the possibility to
define the area of the mouse cursor with any shape - the possibility to define different hot keys for different operations (for
example, if I want to type a long text, I want the cursor to be in the upper left corner, but if I'm in the middle of the text, I
want it to be in the center) - the possibility to define a hot key for resetting of the "pile of text" without putting the mouse
cursor in the top left corner - the possibility to define a hot key to jump to the first word of a "pile of text" - the possibility to
add keywords for searching (for example, a keyword "abc" will replace all occurrences of "abc" in the "pile of text") - the
possibility to choose the keyboard or mouse to work with - the possibility to choose the function to activate if the hot key is
success (activate, copy, move,...) - the possibility to set several hot keys for the same operation - the possibility to allow a time
delay between two hot keys - the possibility to define shortcut for copy/move/cut/paste from the mouse - the possibility to
define hot key for duplicate and merge the duplicate - the possibility to define hot keys for the sizes of text - the possibility to
define hot key for duplicating text - the possibility to define hot key for duplicating an entire document - the possibility to
define hot key for duplicating a web page - the possibility to define hot key for duplicating a chart - the possibility to define
hot key for duplicating a diagram - the possibility to define hot key for duplicating a table - the possibility to define
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RamWizard is a small application that can be run as a standalone, but it is also very simple to integrate into your daily
computing. The options, the various configurations, the parameters are very clear and it is easily understandable. RamWizard
is very simple to use, you can simply change the configuration parameters and begin. The RAM of your computer is analyzed
and RamWizard quickly releases the useless RAM for your softwares. Windows is quickly given access to the maximum
available RAM, thus making your computer more efficient. RamWizard does not hesitate to display the memory which it
releases; it does not have anything to hide. It does not have any unnecessary graphical effect and does not make any show or
even a terrible sound. The configuration is kept in your preferences. RamWizard can be run as a standalone application, but it
can also be integrated into your daily computing. It can be either run in the background, or when you click a button, it will be
displayed in a new window. Téléchargement : RamWizard v0.1 #1016 9.95 MB #1049 9.95 MB #1046 7.15 MB #1035 7.15
MB #1035 13.75 MB #1035 7.15 MB #1035 6.12 MB #1035 7.15 MB #1035 4.54 MB #1035 6.12 MB #1035 5.35 MB
#1035 7.15 MB #1035 6.15 MB #1035 4.55 MB #1035 6.15 MB #1035 4.54 MB #1035 7.15 MB #1035 4.53 MB #1035 7.15
MB #1035 6.45 MB #1035 7.15 MB #1035 4.71 MB #1035 7.15 MB #1035 5.36 MB #1035 6.12 MB #1035 5.33 MB #1035
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What's New In?
RamWizard is a free utility that will help you free RAM on your computer. RamWizard is able to free memory faster
than Windows does, but unfortunately, Windows has many features such as file virtualization or caching that limit its speed to
release RAM. RamWizard does not have those constraints. So, you can see that your computer has the RAM available and you
can increase the performance of your softwares! RamWizard also helps you to free old temporary files, thus freeing space on
your hard disk, and empty your recycle bin when you want. If you are not familiar with RAM and caching issues, you can also
download the "MemTool", a small piece of software which will let you see the RAM available and will also defragment your
RAM. If you want to know how to use it correctly, there are some nice explanations on the internet. So, RamWizard is a very
simple tool. Let's say, it is just a RAM defragmentation tool. You will just have to install it, and you will be able to start it and
to free RAM with a single click. There are several options in RAMWIZARD: 1- a simple configuration by clicking on the
"+" sign at the upper right side of the window - the release of RAM - statistics, all kinds of operations (e.g. freeing of RAM
and temporary files, emptying of recycle bin) - RAM disk management - a configuration of the unnecessary cache memory etc. You can access these options by right clicking on the RAMWIZARD menu. You have three other important features: - an
ability to adjust the free memory threshold in the configuration window. You can also set the delay between analyses. - an
ability to set the analysis run automatically or you can also set a fixed time for it. - the ability to run this configuration several
times (first, second, third...) RamWizard will display the RAM available on your computer (at the end of the run), or you can
click on it to see it.
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System Requirements:
* OS: Win 7,8,10 * RAM: 2 GB RAM is recommended, 4 GB RAM for max. gameplay. * Graphics: GTX 660 or HD 7870 *
CPU: Intel Core i5 2500k / AMD Phenom II X4 945 * Video Card: 2048×1152 / 1280×1024 / 1152×864 * Additional:
DirectX 11 * USB 2.0 Keyboard and Mouse * HD space recommended: 5 GB * Installers,
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